Integration with WellView® / SiteView®
WHY AUCERNA EXECUTE?
SINGLE INTEGRATED CAPITAL
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Aucerna Execute is the industry’s leading integrated software for
complete capital management and operational planning. It includes
budgeting, capital forecasting, capital tracking, AFE management,
operational scheduling and readiness workflows. Bring operations and
accounting teams together with the industry’s most comprehensive
completely web-based, all-in-one capital management and
operational planning software.

•

Connects operations and
accounting teams for crystal clear
visibility into project spending

•

Captures, manages, and stewards
towards the capital budget

WELLVIEW®

•

Provides immediate insight into
budgeted, forecasted and actual
spend

•

Simplified reforecasting of projects
to ensure an evergreen view on
capital spending

WellView is a comprehensive well information management system
for well planning, drilling, completion, testing and workovers. WellView
reduces duplicate data entry, improves data quality, and creates a
collaborative work environment.

INDUSTRY LEADING AFE
MANAGEMENT

SITEVIEW®

•

Streamline the AFE process from
creation through approval

SiteView is a construction, remediation, reclamation and facilities
management information system. Plan, track activities and measure
performance in one consolidated database. Manage operations
efficiently and reduce overall costs.

•

Ensure all AFEs follow your capital
controls

INTEGRATION OVERVIEW

•

Eliminate bottlenecked, incomplete
and erroneous AFEs

•

Approve AFEs using smartphones or
any mobile device

INTEGRATED OPERATIONAL
PLANNING
•

Simplify management of the
schedule and avoid manual
reconciliation of schedule changes
between departments

•

Collaborate on pre-drill information
gathering by connecting
information across multiple
departments

•

Define request to drill (RTD) rules that
can be configured to work in any
jurisdiction

•

Send updates to relevant parties
when changes occur to reduce idle
time and ensure work integrity

Users are able to connect AFEs to their related job(s) in WellView/
SiteView during AFE creation. This allows for a real-time push of
updated AFE information from Aucerna Execute to linked jobs in
Wellview/Siteview. This integration also allows for an automatic import
of field estimates from WellView/SiteView into related AFEs.

Field Estimates (Scheduled)

AFE Status and Estimates (Real-Time)

Field Estimates (Scheduled)

This out-of-the-box integration presents up-to-date, accurate AFE
information in WellView/SiteView to support field staff, and timely
access to field estimates in Aucerna Execute to support head office

OUT-OF-THE-BOX INTEGRATION WILL HELP YOU:
Avoid penalties due to starting work on projects without an
approved AFE by ensuring that up-to-date AFE information
and status is available to field staff in WellView/SiteView.
Identify overspends quickly by ensuring that the latest
approved AFE estimate is visible within WellView/SiteView,
and that the current field estimates are available within
Aucerna Execute - everyone from the field to the head office
will have visibility into project budget and spending from the
tool they use every day.
Highlight AFE spending milestones and problems as they
occur by leveraging Aucerna Execute’s configurable email
alerts and dashboards.
Stop wasting time manually re-entering and validating data
between Aucerna Execute and WellView/SiteView and be
confident that data is current and accurate between the
two systems.

INTEGRATION AT-A-GLANCE

Aucerna Execute imports & displays the
following data from WellView/SiteView:

Current Field Estimates

Aucerna Execute pushes the following
data into WellView/SiteView in real-time:

AFE Number
AFE Status
AFE Estimate
AFE Metadata

Ensure field staff have access
to real-time updated AFE
estimates and status in
WellView and SiteView.

Save time by ensuring
current field estimates
are always available
in Aucerna Execute.
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